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A small work area hides just off the main living space. Below, whitewashed beams support the ceiling
in the master bedroom. Right, windows open from the bottom in a small eating area off of the kitchen.

Minimalism
R
on the Madison
West Coast modern simplicity highlights
views of the Madison Range in Ennis
BY ALEX TENENBAUM

|
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OLLING DOWN THE DRIVEWAY to Gale and Dok
Arvanites’ newly remodeled spread on the Madison, you
wonder what, if anything, was redone.
A squat brown house, a smaller guest house and a
barn – all of them covered in dark wood siding, all of them displaying the sleepy, featureless architecture of Montana in the ‘80s, despite
having been built only a decade ago.
But then you notice the garage doors on the main house. The
look is subtle, so it takes a minute, but yes, each panel really is a thin
frame of metal – finished dark to match the siding – outlining a
large pane of frosted, textured glass. The doors are actually stacks
of a dozen hinged windows hanging down to the floor. The look
is industrial, sophisticated and modern, and perhaps the last thing
you’d expect to find at the end of this driveway.
“We had to find a way to transition,” says Dok. “How do you
take a country kitsch house and make it very modern and contemporary without offending the neighbors, and yet still making the
outside hint at what’s inside?”

ceiling of timbered beams and recycled fir. In between, a recycled fir ceiling runs
straight from the outer entry through the dining room out to the back outdoor
living area.
“We love the look of wood,” Greg said, “but I was very cautious not to use it
to death. We wanted the house to be light and bright.”
A glass-door wine closet is a focal point of the dining room with mushroom
walls. The spacious living
room, highlighted by a
massive sandstone and
boulder fireplace with
an antique beam mantle,
appears even larger due to
the southern glass wall connected to the outdoor patio.
All of the first floor walls
are faux painted to look like
older plaster, with multiplepiece baseboard and picture
frame trim of stained and
glazed knotty alder. The
windows are made of
wire-brushed cedar, adding
another element of texture
to the home.
Hidden from the
living area behind the
fireplace lies a small double
office, with Greg’s drafting table and Stephanie’s
desk for her floral design
business. An “electronics”
nook with the integrated
sound system components
and space for DVDs,
games and books is tucked
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around the other end of the great room, along with a Bosc pear-painted
guest bath holding a custom built vanity topped with travertine.
The main entrance to the master suite is past the office, heralded by
a stunning painting of horses on newsprint. The airy room facing south
toward a pond with double doors leading outside was situated to block
the back patio from prevailing west winds. The grey-brown walls, dark
brown furnishings and custom solar see-through shades that block sunlight are offset by a white linen rug and quilted curtains, while the room
is topped with white-washed timber trusses.
The master bath “is where things get more modern, and more
retro,” said Greg. “It’s set up for privacy but still has a floor-to-ceiling
window.” Nostalgic white subway tile and bead board ceiling are combined with a walnut counter and double vanity with modern shallow
rectangular sinks. A separate soaking tub abuts the double glass and tile
shower, with a heated bench and shower heads set at specific heights for
Greg and Stephanie.
A huge walk-in his-and-her closet with built-in dresser space lies
beyond the bath, and has direct access to the laundry room, sporting
custom tin counters and a built-in ironing center. “We never have clothes,
clean or dirty, in the bedroom,” Stephanie said. “And a separate toilet
room keeps the bath spa-like.”
Another door from the master suite leads to the back hall lined with
prints of historic Bozeman, which swings back around to the electronics
nook or straight into the mudroom where there’s another door into the laundry,
an entrance to the oversized garage where Stephanie has flower coolers and a
work area, and a stairway to the second floor.
At the top of the stairs is a family room with vintage schoolhouse lights, integrated theater sound, a peaked ceiling and views of the Bridgers. If ever needed, a
wall could be put up to turn the room into another bedroom. The vaulted ceiling
guest bedroom with grey mist walls and a sleigh bed sits next to the guest bath,
notable for the grey crackled porcelain subway tile shower surround and traver-

tine-topped vanity.
Finally, Reese’s room, with a bead board vaulted ceiling, grass green walls,
white furniture and a delightful tulip mural next to the crib, boasts a kid-friendly
scaled closet Greg redesigned when they learned Reese was on the way. The room
also has a farmhouse-style bath with vintage tile wainscot and floor, and separate
shower and toilet. All the upstairs whitewashed cedar windows have pull-in
screens and push out panes with white shutters while the floors are continued
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At nearly 3,600
Farmhouse Charm square-feet, the
house is hypothetical no more. Greg, 31, and
now a partner in Locati Architects, actually
began designing his ideal home back in high
school. “But the only changes I made were to
enlarge the closet and add a garden,” Stephanie laughed.
“It’s a big house, but it’s not enormous,”
said Greg. “It’s scaled for a family.” That was
fortunate since the couple learned they would
become parents as they designed their home,
built by Schlauch-Bottcher Construction,
which they now share with their 1-year-old
daughter Reese and Border collie Roo.
Although neither Greg nor Stephanie was
raised on farms, both the Bozeman natives
said they had wanted to grow up on one. The
“nostalgic” house Greg designed “has modern
touches with a farmhouse theme,” he said. “I
wanted to create a modern home for a modern
lifestyle without reinventing the wheel.”
Clad in reclaimed weathered barn
wood and stock fencing, the house appears
as if it had been added on to over years. Part
of the multi-level roof is covered in rusted
corrugated metal while copper gutters and
chimney caps are acquiring a browned patina.
The exposed roof rafters are highlighted by
recycled fir soffits. Red barn wood in the upper gable above the garage is reminiscent of an old loft door and a bump-out at the end of the garage appears to
be a stone root cellar. The land was graded up from the road to make the garage
appear smaller and so “it doesn’t feel like a towering home,” Greg said.
West of the entry, the structural framing is on the exterior, similar to construction of a grain silo. On both the north and south sides of the house, angled
bracing made of reclaimed timbers and beams, many complete with notches from
their previous industrial uses, hold up roof overhangs. “That is my inner architect
coming out,” Greg joked. “I want to see all the structure that has a purpose.”
The entry itself is highlighted by a custom alder door, stone patio and floorto-ceiling wall pieced together of tumbled sandstone. “I like the fact that it looks a
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little raw,” Greg said. “It makes the entrance friendly, not imposing.”
Inside, the natural weathered colors continue, as does the farmhouse feel.
The sandstone wall extends into the entry, with a view straight through the
dining room’s glass doors and beyond to the Spanish Peaks. But the first pieces
of furniture seen are the long and narrow recycled wood farmhouse dining table
and an antique oak workbench set against the back of one of the large and inviting leather sofas. “It still works,” said Greg, as he turned the vise wheel.
The Dennees also focused on making the house as efficient as possible, incorporating both recycled materials and high-tech devices. One of the initial modern
touches is the radiant-heated concrete floor throughout the first story, stained root
beer brown. Less visible are the house-wide centrally controlled sound and lowvoltage detail lighting systems.
Left of the entry is a large kitchen, with an apron front farmhouse sink
facing the Bridger Mountains, antique brick backsplash and white 1910-style flush
inset cabinet doors. But there’s also dark brown soapstone-looking counters made
of recycled paper, a television suspended beneath a cabinet, paneled Sub Zero
built-in refrigerator with two freezer drawers, six-burner Wolf cooktop, convection oven and warming drawer.
Stephanie, who loves to cook, said, “I’m a better cook in this kitchen. I have
to rise up to meet my equipment.”
Centered in the kitchen is a walnut-topped cooking island with an inset
hammered nickel sink. Above it hang a pair of reproduction vintage industrial
lights. Tucked past the refrigerator is a large pantry with a serious splash of color
— tomato soup red walls. A door from the breakfast nook in the opposite corner
leads to the barbeque and back patio.
The kitchen is open to both the dining and living rooms. To provide visual
separation between the spaces, Greg varied the ceiling in each. The kitchen is
topped by a white raised bead board ceiling, and the living room sports a coffered
The back porch has lots of room for entertaining. Above, all beams inside the house are
recycled fir, including these that make up the coffered ceiling in the living area.

The landscaping, too, is subtle in its movements
toward an urban, industrial look. Planting beds
with nothing more exotic than wood mulch and
piney shrubs are defined by thick, impossibly tall
steel edging that’s been welded into straight lines
and boxy angles.
The steel is a rigid foil for nature’s soft, flowing
lines. As the natural grade strolls down toward the
Madison, the steel drops off in stiff, even increments
to meet it. These sharp, formal lines lead the visitor
around the protruding garage to a wildly modern
outdoor living space – more contemporary, even,
than the garage doors and landscape suggest.
The mahogany deck is light and clean, blank
wood slats that show no evidence of nails or screws.
Above an expansive flat roof seems to float as much
on the afternoon breeze as on its single steel support beam. This is the home’s exterior signature,
and hidden from neighbors and passersby, it’s the
Arvanites’ own little secret.
From the deck’s western edge, the earth falls
away into a meandering creek fed by an offshoot of
the Madison River and a gushing year-round spring.
Here, in the fall, brown trout swarm in the thousands to spawn.
Just beyond, tall grasses bow to the wind’s
applause and stretch out to a distant curtain of cottonwood trees shrouding the main channel of the
Madison. And beyond, the gently rolling valley runs
headlong into the hulking stone faces of Fan Mountain, Cedar Mountain, the Sphinx and Taylor Peaks.
For the last 25 years, the Arvanites’ have come
to the Madison Valley each summer to fish. Dok, a

certified fly casting instructor with the Federation
of Fly Fishers, is retired from the large commercial
construction firm he and a partner established in
Los Angeles. Gale is an artist and a sculptor.
Every summer, they’d rent a house, living and
fishing and falling more in love with the place. Dok

says it reminded him of home. He grew up in the
Adirondacks in upstate New York, and though he
moved to Los Angeles to pursue a lucrative business, the way he puts it, “You can take the kid out
of the country, but you can’t take the country out of
the kid.”
“Having grown up in a rural environment
much like this, I’m mindful that I’m the newcomer,
the outsider,” he says.
He remembers going home after moving West.
His California clients were wearing $500 scarves
and driving expensive cars. The father of his girlfriend at the time was an Adirondack logger, and he
remembers driving with him, hauling a huge load
of timber. He asked what the man stood to make
for the long days of work. “Oh,” he said, “I ought to
clear $300.”
The contrasts between rich and poor, rural and
urban, earthy and pampered, woodsy and chic have
defined Dok’s life, and now define his home.
“We knew immediately we were going to
change the house considerably,” he says, but it was a
Opposite page: A flat, outstretched roof hovers over a
mahogany deck, framing the view and providing shelter for the
comfortable outdoor living space. Above, minimal decoration,
and an abundance of white bring flashes of bold color — like
the leafy green couches and dramatic blue accent wall —
directly in the spotlight. Left, spanning the kitchen and the great
room, windows hang from the wall like frames around organic
masterpieces. Sandblasted granite counter tops and grainy
blond woods are far from rustic, yet the look is elemental and
reflective of the landscape.
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Even the bathroom takes advantage of the generous views
surrounding the house.

year and
Minimalism on the Madison full
a half before
construction began.
Dok and Gale wanted to live in the house for a
while before making concrete plans for the remodel.
They watched how they and their guests used the
space. They studied the sun and how the windows
would catch the light and where dark spots in the
home developed throughout the day.
The view of the creek and the peaks drew
crowds to the back corner of the house long before
the renovations.
Where the deck is now was once a small porch
hemmed in by thick log supports. And just inside,
in what is now the kitchen, was a spare bedroom
with small windows. Not very conducive to hosting
company, but this is where company ended up.
“People would get up in the morning and grab
a bowl of cereal from the kitchen — which used to
face the barn and the road and everything except for
the view — and they’d go through the little bedroom and out to the porch,” Dok says. “We never
wondered where our guests were. They were either
in the kitchen or cramped out there on the porch.”
When they were sure of what they wanted, they
shared their vision with local firms PLACE Architects and Dovetail Construction.
Construction began late in 2008, and today
when you walk through the front door, a long, white
hallway bursting with light draws you in.
The main room is white. Enveloping white.
Drop ceilings, cable railings, partial walls and a service bar
help define the space while allowing light to carry through an
airy and unobstructed expanse.

White trim on white walls with white dropped ceilings that seem to hover weightlessly in the glow of
the natural white light filtering in through a wall of
windows.
The overall effect is light and airy. Stark minimalism with so much white and so little in the way
of decoration almost forces the eyes to pour over the
landscape.

“You go into people’s houses and they’ve hung
elaborate paintings of what’s right outside their windows. I’ve never understood that,” says Dok. “Why
not just look outside?”
The white is so crisp and so pervasive, you get
the sense that any splotch of color must be deeply
significant. And it’s true.
Every instance of color is a reflection of the Madison Valley’s palette, bringing the natural world without into the manicured and angular world within.
The blonde of the wood floors, with their meandering linear grain, are a continuation of the valley
floor that sways with tall yellow summer grasses. The
sofa and chairs, upholstered in a leafy green, embody
the communes of cottonwood trees on the banks of
the Madison. And the gray of the ceiling calls to mind
afternoon clouds, churning and heavy with rain.
The boldest use of color appears on the accent
wall against the stairs, pulling a dark, majestic blue
up from the walk-out basement and thrusting it into
the center of the space.
“I remember a doctor friend of mine saying how
the Madisons are the darkest mountains he’d ever
seen,” Dok says.
The imposing peaks at sunset take on this same
deep, amaranthine blue.
The kitchen features sandblasted black granite
countertops and sleek cabinets made by the craftsmen of Dovetail Construction. Long, counter-to-ceiling windows frame the views that Dok and Gale’s
guests would barge through a bedroom to see.
On the other side of the great room, opposite
the wall of windows, is a built-in desk. It seems to be
built specifically for the purpose of distracting the
worker with a dazzling view of the outside world,
even when the serious task of fly tying is at hand.
The wood burning fireplace is notably void of
stone, encased instead in a smooth and cream-colored concrete. Wood storage is tucked around the
corner to the left, easily accessible and almost entirely
hidden from view.
The floating hickory staircase falls effortlessly
through the middle of the room, leading the visitor down to a walkout basement with a cozy home
theater and stylishly lighted pool table.
And while the interior remodel is stunning,
and the thematic elements of light and place
carry throughout, the Arvanites don’t expect their
improvements to do much for resale.
“The house was only a few years old when we
started. The money we spent was purely for our
enjoyment,” Dok says. “We did this house for fun,
and the builder and the architect really made it a
wonderful experience.” @
Alex Tenenbaum is managing editor of At Home,
Business to Business and LEAP magazines.

Old Farmhouse Charm,
Modern High-Tech Convenience
Bozeman couple mixes it up
for the 21st century
A small pond highlights the back yard.
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THEIR FIRST DATE IN 2006, Greg Dennee told his future wife Stephanie
about the house he wanted to build. “I seem to remember us enjoying a glass of
wine and looking at plans,” Greg said. “Really, what girl could resist that?”
Evidently he was right — the young couple moved into their dream home in Manley Meadows north of Bozeman in March 2009. Getting to that point, however, took a lot of effort.
“Once we had the property, we came over a lot and sat in the field visualizing the house,” said
Stephanie, 29. “We spent so much time planning, I started calling it the ‘hypothetical house.’”

